The two empiric representations (Tyndall-Gibson and Walsh) 
By the method of osculatory interpolation the visibility function is represented as a series of parabolas of the third degree which join at the specified values so as to have a common first derivative at the junction point.
The discontinuities in derivatives of higher order which exist at the junction points are sufficiently small to be of no consequence.
Since the adoption of the Gibson 
Since we wish at present merely to extend the visibility function to values for every millimicron, it is necessary only to find by interpolation nine new values within each 10 m/x interval; hence the coefficients, Ki, K 2 , and K 3 , may be completely evaluated for this purpose by setting in succession X -X equal to 1, 2, 9. Table 3 gives such values of the coefficients, K lf K 2 , and K z . Table   4 gives the details of the computation for the wave-length interval, Judd] 467 550 to 560 m/x, together with the check by the ascending differences whose computation is indicated in Check by ascending differences: From The values of Table 4 , 
